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ABSTRACT

We obtained a 140 ks EUVE observation of the O4f star, ; Puppis. Because ofifs low ISM column density and highly

ionized stellar wind, a unique EUV window is accessible for viewing between 128 to 140 ,_, suggesting that this star

may be the only O star observable with the EUVE. Although no SW spectrometer wavelength bin had a signal to noise

greater than 3, a bin at 136 A had a signal to noise of 2.4. This bin is where models predict the brightest line due to OV

emission should occur. We present several EUV line emission models. These models were constrained by fitting the

ROSAT PSPC X-ray data and our EUVE data. If the OV emission is real, the best fits to the data suggest that there are

discrepancies in our current understanding of EUV/'X-ray production mechanisms. In particular, the emission measure

of the EUV source is found to be much greater than the total wind emission measure, suggesting that the EUV shock

must produce a very large density enhancement. In addition, the location of the EUV and X-ray shocks are found to be

separated by - 0.3 stellar radii, but, the EUV emission region is found to be - 400 times larger than the X-ray emission

region. We also discuss the implications of a null detection and present relevant upper IL":its.

1. INTRODUCTION

The X-ray production mechanism in OB stars has been a subject of debate for over a decade. The basic discriminator

between the proposed models is the spatial location of the X-ray source within the surrounding stellar wind (for a

general discussion of these models see Cassinelli 1985). As discussed below, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) observations

have the potential to resolve this issue. To determine this location one must include two sources of X-ray attenuation:

(1) the interstellar medium (ISM), and; (2) the stellar wind. In the massive stellar winds of O stars, the total wind

column density (Nw) is much greater than the ISM column density (NKsu). Hov_,er, since these winds are highly

ionized, specific energy ranges can be dominated by either the wind or ISM. For example, in early O stars, where

Helium is almost completely ionized, the stellar wind component dominates the ISM shortward of- 130 A, and is

essentially transparent longward of 130/_, where in this range the absorption is controlled by the ISM

The importance of determining the X-ray location is fundamental in establishing the intrinsic strength of the X-ray

emission with regards to the total stellar energy. If the X-rays are deeply embedded within the wind (total Nw), as

suggested by Cassinelli & Olson (1979), the ratio of the intrinsic X-ray flux to stellar flux is ofthe order of 103

(Waldron 1984). Whereas, if the X-rays are produced by shocks due to the unstable nature of radiative driven winds, as

proposed by Lucy & White (1980), and since these shocks can only occur in the outer regions of the wind (Owocki,

Rybicki, & Castor 1988), where only a small fraction of the total Nw contributes to the wind absorption, the intrinsic X-

ray flux will only be slightly larger than the observed value (10 _ times the stellar flux).

The astrophysical significance is obvious. First, if the X-rays are proven to be totally due to shocks, then the problem is
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solved,i.e.,weknowthemechanismandlocation.Ontheotherhand,if werindevidencesupportingdeeplyembedded
X-rayemission,then, we may ask, what is the mechanism responsible for this large emission, and how do we con/me

this lfigh density hot plasma; are there magnetic loops on OB stars? At first, since, OB stars do not possess a significant

outer convection region, the concept of magnetic loops is questionable. However, over the past several years, studies of

magnetic field effects in these stars suggest that these fields may no longer be ignored (see discussion by Cassinelli

1992). For example, the HEAO-2 SSS analysis by Cassinelli & Swank (1983) found evidence for very high

temperature gas (> 15 x 106K) and they suggested that this gas may be confined in magnetic loops. Recent ASCA SIS

observations of OB stars (Corcoran et al. 1994; Cohen et al. 1996) confirra that very high temperature gas is present (10

- 30 x ! 0_K), and the emission is thermal as evident by the presence of X-ray lines. Furthermore, since these stars

possess various mechanical catalysts (rapid rotation, differential rotation, and non-radial pulsations), along with the

strong radiative force, the complex physics involved will require new and innovative approaches to studies of gas

dynamics. Clearly, any hint of hot/warm, high density plasma will provide the incentive to continue these studies.

Another question we must address, is there any strong evidence that stellar wind absorption is important? Waldron

(1991) found a strong correlation between the X-ray hardness ratios (indicators of X-ray absorption) and the 6 crn radio

data (a direct measure of Nw) in O stars, suggesting that the degree of X-ray attenuation is highly influenced by the

surrotmding stellar wind envelope. He also pointed out that the best fits from the automated HEAO-2 IPC processing

(ISM absorption only) for O stars imply that an additional X-ray absorption mechanism must be present.

This has also been noted in fitting the limited BBXRT spectra (Corcoran et al. 1993), and in fitting high signal to noise

ROSAT PSPC spectra (Hillier et al. 1993). The presence of wind absorption has been confirmed by our ASCA O star

observations (Corcoran et al. 1994), and the ASCA PV phase observation of g Puppis reported by White (1996).

Unfortunately, the X-ray data (e.g., HEAO-2, ROSAT, and ASCA) alone are not sufficient to determine the spatial

location of the X-rays. For example, from X-ray temperature versus absorption column density plots (so-called "banana

plots", see Cassinelli et al. 198 l), the range of acceptable fits range a decade in temperature and typically three decades

in column density. Although X-ray data from ROSAT (see discussion below) and ASCA have proven to be very useful

in improving this wide range of acceptable fits, a null or positive detection of EUV emission will provide fundamental

key pieces to the puzzle.

2. SCIENTIFIC GOAL AND EUVE TARGET SELECTION

We proposed to use the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) short wavelength (SW) Spectrometer to search for low

temperature (< 500,00OK), high volume emission measure (EM = 10_acm 3) plasma in O stars. In order to observe

EUV emission in O stars three stringent conditions must be satisfied, (l) the O star must have a highly ionized wind (He

almost completely ionized); (2) the ISM column density (N_sM)must be <_10:° cm':, and; (3) to overcome the still rather

large optical depth (---8), the EUV emission measure must be quite large, EM > 105_¢m3. This EM is not _onable

for deeply embedded X-ray sources (e.g., Waldron 1984).

However, since most O stars suffer from fairly large ISM absorption with ISM column densities > 5xl 020cm 2, our

choice of targets is highly restricted. We believe that the best EUVE O star target is the unredden O4f star, _ Puppis.

Historically, this star has served as the benchmark for testing various stellar wind models. Except for the EUV, it has

been observed extensively in the radio through X-ray spectral bands. It is tmique among the O stars for two reasons: (1)

it has a low ISM coltmm density (Nma = 9.8x 1019cm2), and; (2) it is hot enough such that its stellar wind opacity is

essentially transparent longward of- 130 A. For g Puppis this combination of low ISM absorption and small wind

opacity produces an EUV window between 128 - 140 ,_ (a small region ofthe SW band) where the EUV optical depths

are less than 10 as illustrated in Figure I. The EUV optical depths shown in Figure 1 are the results of fitting the PSPC



X-ray spectrum of ¢ Puppis (see discussioa in Sec. 3). This_\in&_v is a direct co,'.sequence of the influence of EUV

and X-ray emission on the overlying _vind opacity structure as discussed by Wald_oa (1984).

3. CONSTRAINTS ON EUV EMISSION FROM X-PAY D_S.TA

For O stars, the IPC X-ray data yield a wide range of acceptable fits (assuming Raymond-Smith X-ray spectra); for N,

= 0, we Fred acceptable fits require a log T = 7.0 and log EM (emission measure) = 55, and; for full wind attenuation,

we Fred a log T = 6.6 and log EM = 57.5 are required (Cassinelli et al. 1981; Waldron 1984). Although these two

limiting cases alone cannot produce enough EUV radiation to be detected by the EUVE, we suggest that in addition to

the T and EM stated above, a second low T (or a distribution of low T components), higher EM plasma is also present.

This is not unreasonable since in reality any X-ray source more than likely has a continuous distribution of T and EM

(e.g., the sun's transition region). For example, according to the shock model of Owocki et al. (1988), the density can

change by an order of magnitude within a given shock. The detailed T structure was not determined, but should react in

some predictable manner. For a deeply embedded X-ray source, a continuous distribution in T and EM is naturally

expected since this is where the density is changing rapidly. This type of structure was used by Wolfire, Waldron, &

Cassinelli (1985) to illustrate the compatibility of a thin coronal zone with the IR excess observed (IRAS) in g Puppis.

Cohen et al. (1994) found that B star models compatible with EUV and X-ray emission require a distribution of

temperatures with the corresponding EM scaling as T "z. In addition, our ASCA SIS observations confirm that multiple

temperatures are a necessity in fitting O star spectra (unfortunately ASCA data are not very useful for constraining EUV

emission since the low energy cutoffis approximately 0.4 keV). Therefore, the probability is high that low T, high EM

plasma may exists in the outer atmospheres of O stars.

Hillier et al. (1993) obtained a very high signal to noise PSPC observation of _ Puppis. Since the PSPC is more

sensitive to softer X-rays (< 0.2 keV), as compared to the IPC and ASCA instruments, this observation allows us to

obtain constraints on the soft EUV emission component. Hillier et al. claim that their best fit (reduced Z2= i 1) to the

data required two temperatures (log T = 6.23 and 6.66) and a complex wind opacity distribution. We fred, using a

stellar wind opacity described by Waldron (1984), that a significantly better fit (reduced X_ = 2.8) can be obtained with

a single T, single Nw, model (log T = 6.57, log Nw = 22.09, log EM = 56.97). In principle, for standard spherical

symmetric wind conditions, and a known mass loss rate, Nw can be used to establish the location of the X-ray emission,

and EM can be compared with the total wind emission measure, EMw, to determine the relative strength of the X-ray

emission to the total available wind emission, as described by Cassinelli et al. ( 198 l). Adopting the stellar parameters

from Lamers & Leitherer (1993) (mass loss rate = 2.4x 10"6solar mass/year, stellar radius = 16 solar radii, and v, =

2400 kin s"t) and a velocity law of the form v(r) = v,( 1-rJr) °'s, the X-ray best fit Nw suggests that the position of the X-

ray source is at 2.23 stellar radii (or in velocity units, 0.62 v.). This is consistent with the findings of MacFarlane et al.

(1993) where the X-rays were constrained by UV observations. For _ Puppis, the log EMv¢ = 58.63 (measured from

0. lv, to v,) yielding a EM/EMw = 0.022, suggesting that the X-ray emission represents a small perturbation in the

stellar wind, consistent with the shock scenario.

To establish constraints on the EUV emission, we include an EUV low temperature component in our fitting procedure.

This component is parameterized by an EUV T (TEov), EM (EMEw), and Nw (NE_). Both components assume

Raymond & Smith (1977) emissivities in the calculation of the EUV and X-ray emission. All models use the ISM cross

sections of Morrisson & McCarnmon (1983) and assume a fixed ISM column density of 9.8x10 t9 crn "_. We fred that the

X-ray component predicted from this two component fit remains identical to the single T fit, and the EUV component

adds a very minor adjustment to the low PSPC bins. The best fit to the X-rays, consistent with our EUVE observations,

is shown in Figure 2. Notice that the EUV component's contribution is very small, and the significance of this



componentcouldonly be achieved because of the very high sign_ to noise PSPC observation (the EUV best fit model is

discussed in Section 5).

From a statistical point of view, the fact that the EMEuv (i.e., second component scale factor) is not determined to be

zero implies that the X-ray data is slightly improved by the presence of an EUV component which is evident by the total

X2which are slightly better than the single component fit, but the reduced X2are slightly larger due to the reduction in

degrees of freedom (DOF). These fits represent the minimum NEw and EMEw that yield the minimum X2. Beyond

these minimum values we fred that further increases in N_ and EMEuv do not change the minimum X_, suggesting that

the true EUV emission component could be larger, i.e., a significantly larger EUV component could be present at

deeper layers in the stellar wind. Hence, the results presented here should be considered as the minimum EUV

properties consistent with the X-ray spectrum.

Several models were calculated and the EUV parameters of these multiple component fits are tabulated in Table 1. The

EUV luminosities (erg s t) represent the total EUV energy in the wavelength range 75 to 150 _,. For comparison, the

corresponding logs of the intrinsic and observed X-ray htminosities are respectively 33.77 and 32.50. The eolmnn

EMEtadEMw shows that all models predict EMEuv > EMw. The columns VE_ and R_uv give the velocity (normalized to

v®) and radial (in stellar radii) positions of the EUV source. The line emission columns show the predicted EUVE

counts for the strongest lines in the 128 to 140 A range corresponding to OVI (I 30.3 A), FeVIII (131.2 A), MgV &

OVI (132.6/_), and OV (135.9 ,_). Several emission line models are shown in Figure 3. In Figures 4 & 5, the strength

of these lines as a function of TEuv (Fig. 4) and wind velocity or equivalently wind position (Fig. 5) are presented.

4. EUVE OBSERVATIONS

We obtained a 140 ks observation of _ Puppis during the period 20 December 1995 to 25 December 1995. The

observation was offset 0. ! 1 along the positive X axis. John Vallerga's (Co-lnvestigator) primary role in this

investigation involved special planning of the observation and the initial reduction and analysis of the raw data. Once

analyzed, a fluxed spectrum was forwarded to the Principal Investigator for his detailed analysis and comparison with

his models of the EUV flux expected from a star of this type.

As expected, since _e observed signal was relativity weak, it was essential that all techniques be used in the data

reduction process to enhance the signal to noise of the observation. Using the standard EUV packages in IRAF, the first

step was to reduce the Deep Survey direct imaging data. Because bright O and B stars are prodigious emitters of UV

radiation and the Deep Survey instrument has a small but finite sensitivity to UV radiation (2200-2800 A), the detection

of this source image did not imply a 100 A EUV detection but it did allow aspect correction. By determining the

centroid of this image on a short timescale, we were able to correct the aspect determination to better than one arc

minute and confirm we were observing the source. Given the new corrected aspect, the program CEP was run to rernap

detector events to the proper wavelength and position coordinates. These events were then time filtered to remove times

of high background (SAA and dawn/dusk) as well as times where the source was occulted by the Earth. Finally, a pulse

height filter was applied to the events. If the detector is in the so called OWSZO mode, the pulse height of each event is

saved. Photon detector events define a narrow peak in pulse height while detector and particle background events tend

to be distributed in an exponential function of pulse height. By defining a narrow pulse height window to the events, the

signal to noise can be improved by up to 50%. This is dependent on the source ofthe background but in the SW

spectrometer near the center of the MCP detector, background is dominated by intrinsic detector background

plus high energy particle background. Once the remapped, filtered, full resolution spectral image was generated,

inspection did not reveal any obvious spectrum across the two dimension image. A one dimensional strip was then

extracted where the source should have been based on many previous observations with EUVE and providing enough



margin(afewextrapixels)foranysystematicerrors. ,4.I: 3verage back4,_ound tal-,,.-._,above and below the spectrum was ..

subtracted in the standard way, keeping track of the statistical errors imhelent in the process. The one dimensional

spectrum was binned in the spectra! direction such that the bhau represenaed the typical spectral resolution of the SW

spectrometer of 0.5 ,_. The observed EUVE net colmts are shown in Fi_,-e 6. Except for the very shortest wavelength

bins at the edge of the detector where the background is high and changing very fast and background subtraction is

unreliable, no wavelength bin had a signal to noise of greater than 3.

Intriguingly, a bin at 135.9 ,_ had a signal to noise of 2.4 "Maich is where the models predicted the brightest line due to

OV emission should occur. If this is a true detection, the E U VE counts are 16.8 + 4.8 with a flux of 2.7x 10"4+ 1. l xl 04

photons cm 2 s1.

5. DISCUSSION

Since we are dealing with a null or marginal EUVE detection, there are several possible explanations of the data. In this

discussion we will focus on three possibilities. The first is based on the premise that the signal at 135.9 A is a real

detection, and the two component best fit models to the PSPC data are taken literally. The second also assumes the

detection is real, but we consider modifications to the PSPC best fit models. The third is that we have a null detection.

5._ Two Component Best Fit Model

The best fit EUV model parameters are log T_w = S. 18+0.02, log New = 22.165=t=0.020, log EMEw = 59.578_0.040,

VEt:v = 0.5654-0.015, and R_ = 1.964-0.06 (see Table 1). The predicted EUVE counts are compared with the

observations in Figure 6 and the contribution of the EUV component to the PSPC spectrum is shown in Figure 2. The

location of the EUV source is ~ 0.3 stellar radii below the X-ray source and separated in velocity space by- 0.06v,.

The ratio of the EUV EM to the X-ray EM is - 405. Using the relationship between shock velocity and source

temperature from MacFarlane & Cassinelli (1989), Vs = 1000(T/l.3x107) _/:km s"1,the shock velocities of the EUV and

X-ray components are respectively 108 and 533 km s_ which are consistent with the implied shock position velocities.

However, the real problem with a shock definition is the relative strength of the two components (EMEtn/EM). Since

EM is proportional to the square of the density, this implies that the ratio of the EUV density to the X-ray density is -

20. Furthermore, estimating the size of the EUV shock as 0.05v, (which is the maximum width in velocity space to

avoid producing en_ssion spikes in UV P Cygni line absorption troughs, which are not observed), the density

enhancement of the EUV shock is 19 times the local density, indicating a very high compression factor, since the

Rankine-Hugoniot continuity relation predicts a density jump at the EUV shock of only I.I. Since detailed self-

consistent shock models have not been developed to date, it is difficult to conclude whether such a shock scenario is

plausible. This shock picture is similar to the model discussed by Krolik and Raymond (1985) where they suggest that

these winds may possess both strong and weak shocks, with the weak shocks being responsible for the observed X-rays.

The strong shocks occur deeper in the wind and produce mainly EUV radiation. In their model however, the separation

between strong and weak shocks is much greater than the predictions of our models.

5.b. Mod_f'wd Two Component Models

The best fit model is not the only possible explanation of the data. Recall that the best fits presented in Table 1

represent the minimum EMEw and NEw. There are a number of other possible combinations that could just as easily

explain the observations. Assuming the OV emission at 135.9 A is real, any log TE_ between 5.2 and 5.5 could also be

valid by reducing the EMEw to match the OV emission line (any reductiofi in EMEt:v for a given model will maintain or

improve the X2). In Table 2 we show the resultant EMEw, EUV luminosities, and line counts, assuming that the OV
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emission line counts are fixed at 16.8 (TztN, NEar, VEuv, and REtjv also remain fixed). This shows that any log T_

between 5.2 and 5.5 produces an acceptable fit to the EUVE SW spectrum. It is also evident that the EMEtrv/EMw

problem discussed in Sec. 4.a. is not as serve, where we see that for several T_, EMEta,_EMw < 1. However, for log

T_ta, > 5.5, the presence of a very strong Fe VIII (see Fig. 3) line would rule out these temperatures if the OV emission

line is real, and the abundances are standard (ASCA observations suggest that abundances in O stars may be peculiar,

e.g., Corcoran et al. 1994).

5.c. Null EUVE Detection

Based on the overall shape of the EUVE SW spectrum, the obvious conclusion is that we did not detect any EUV line

emission. For this case, we derived a 30 upper limit at 135.9 _,. The counts were divided by the effective area and

effective exposure to give the spectral flux density at this wavelength to be 3.3x104 photons cm 2 s"t (4.8x10 q4 erg cm "2

st), and the results tabulated in Table 2 should be interpreted as only upper limits. A null detection greatly reduces the

probability that a coronal-type transition region exists at the base of these stellar winds.

6. CONCLUSION

Although our results cannot verify the existence of a warm T component based on the X-ray data and our low signal to

noise EUVE observation, the EUV/X-ray fits suggest that the presence of a warm component is not completely ruled

out. Due to the implications suggested by assuming a positive detection, we are continuing to re-analyze our EUVE

data to determine whether a stronger signal to noise can be achieved. The results of this study are currently being

prepared for submission to The Astrophysical Journal.

7. PREVIOUS EUVE OBSERVATION

We were granted a 60 ks EUVE SW Spectrometer observation of q Puppis during the Cycle I phase, which, due to

positional constraints, was not observed until November 1993. In addition, the observation suffered from a severe UV

leak from two B stars (V magnitudes > 6). It was found that only 9 out of 31 night passes were obtained at the roll angle

that removed the UV leak resulting in an effective exposure time of only 20 ks. We presented this discrepancy to Dr.

Ron Oliversen (Dep.uty Project Scientist). He informed us that the problem was related to the catalogs used in the

EUVE scheduling. Since the EUVE scheduling only checked for B star contamination down to 6th magnitude, the two

stars that caused the contamination were not listed (the EUVE staff has determined that the two B stars axe SAO

198848, V = 6.4 & SAO 198862, V = 8.3). We were told that this was an isolated incident and our proposed science

was greatly effected because the contaminated high background would make it very difficult to detect the predicted faint

line emission. This is shown in Figure 1 where we see that the expected signal is lost in the noise. In order to avoid this

problem, the EUVE scheduling procedure has been modified to incorporate additional catalogs when searching for B

stars in the field that go down to 10th magnitude. Dr. Oliversen agreed that our effective 20 ks observation did not

allow us to carry out our scientific goal, and recommended that we should re-propose the observation at a significantly

larger exposure. The final report was submitted 9 February 1995 (NASA Purchase Order # S- 14648-F).
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TABLE 1. EUV Best Fit Parameters

E.MrJv/EM. Vl_ I_ EUV LmBm_t_ (erg ,.i)

intzmsig ebmved 1303

Euv l.me Emmim (_ntm)

131.2 132.6 135.9

5.000

5.025

S.0$0

5.100

5.115

5.12_

5.1_0

$.175

5.18_

5.20O

5.225

5.25O

5.275

5300

5350

5.400

5.450

5,500

5350

5.600

5.650

5.700

5.750

59.'61

59.711

59.720

59.691

59.667

59,649

59.641

S9.579

59.578

59.538

59.455

59390

59.239

59.156

58.927

f_807

58.829

58.979

59.120

59..297

59,510

59.641

593?2 ,:

21.9_ 13.52 0.737 3.15 33.96 30.26

21.946 12.05 0.715 2.92 34.00 30.26

22.000 12.30 0.683 2.64 34,10 30.29

22.077 11.51 0.631 2.29 34,.25 3030

22.093 10.89 0_ 7_22 34_ 30.30

22.103 10.45 0.613 2.18 34.30 3030

22.138 10.26 0.586 2.05 3439 30.32

22.158 8.89 0.571 1.98 34.44 3032

22.165 8.87 0.565 1.96 34.46 3033

2Z|85 8.09 0.549 1.90 34.52 3035

22.204 6.68 0.333 1.84 34.57 3036

22.231 5.7_i 0.510 1.76 34.65 30.40

22237 8.11 0.505 1.74 34.64 3039

22.262 336 0.483 1.67 34.70 30.42

1.98 0.456 1.60 34.74 30.41

22.338 1.:TO 0.414 1.50 34.84 30.41

22.400 1.58 03t_l 138 35.01 30.41

22.467 2..23 0.289 1.27 35.26 30.41

22.517 3.09 0.241 1.20 35.47 3038

22.._.7 3.65 0.195 1.15 35,71 3037

22.617 7.58 0.151 1.10 35.99 3038

22,650 10226 0.124 1.08 36.17 3035

22,683 14.19 0.100 1.06 36.34 30.32

7.9 2.6 2.2 1.6

3.0 2.7 23 1.7

33 3.0 2.5 2.0

3.7 3,3 2.9 3.4

33 3,3 3.0 4.4

3.6 3.2 3.0 5.2

3.8 33 3.5 9.0

3.5 3,1 4.1 14.4

3.5 3,2 4.3 16.0

33 3,1 53 22.9

2.9 2.9 6.6 32.6

2.6 3.1 8,7 44.4

23 3,0 9.9 50_

2.4 33 11.7 59.0

3.5 4.6 13.5 6"3'7

6.5 6.8 15.0 60.4

11.6 10.9 IZO 51.1

16.7 18.8 19.2 353

17.4 29.2 |8.I 18.7

15.6 41.8 15,1 8,9
I

13.6 $5.7 11.6 4.4 ]

10.8 62.7 7.5 2=I

8.5 64.5 4.7 11



TABLE 2. EMEuv Modified to Fit OV Emission Line

io& T,_ lot E_t,_ EM,_. _JV bznino, Jy (_,_ ,") EtN Line Kum, io_ (co ,,_,)

c_m" _ic oixN1m,ed 130.3 131.2 I]7.6

5.200 59A03 5.94 3438 30.22 2.4 23 3_

5.225 59.167 3.44 34.28 30.07 1.5 1.5 3.4

5-250 58.968 2.18 34_2 29.98 1.0 1-2 33

5.275 58.758 1.34 34.16 29.91 0.g 1.0 3.3

5.300 58.611 0.96 34.15 29.87 0.7 1.(3 3.3

5.350 .58.3_5 0,53 34d7 29.84 0.9 1.2 3.6

5.400 58.251 0.43 34.28 29.85 L8 L9 4.2

$A50 58.273 0.44 $4AS 29.85 5.5 5.2 8.1

5.500 58.6 ._ t .06 $4.94 30.08 7.9 8.9 9.1

5.550 59.074 2.78 35,42 3033 15.6 26.2 163

5.600 :$9.573 8.77 35.98 30.64 29.4 78.9

5.650 60,091 28.96 36,57 30.96 51.9 212.7 44.3

!

5,700 60544 82.05 3707 3125 864 501,6 600
r ' , ' " I
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The EUV optical depths for the best fit two component model discussed in the text. Notice that the predicted

optical depths are < 10 between 128 to 140 A, a result of the unique combination of a low ISM colunm density and a

highly ionized stellar wind (the contribution of each component is shown). The primary ions responsible for the various

stellar wind opacity edges are indicated.

Figure 2. The two component best fit model to the _ Puppis ROSAT PSPC X-ray spectrum. The total and contribution

of the EUV component are shown. This also illustrates the very high signal to noise PSPC observation.

Figure 3. A sample of EUV emission line models for several selected values of the EUV temperature. Note that the

vertical axis (predicted EUVE counts) is variable. This shows that the continuum dominates the line emission for log

TEuv < 5.2. The continuum edge is due to FeVI and NeIV (see Fig. 1). This shows that the OV (135.9 A) emission line

is dominant for log T_uv between 5.2 and 5.5, and above 5.5, the FeVIII (131.2 A) line becomes the stronger.

Figure 4. The dependence of model EUV line strengths as a function of TE_v for the strongest lines in the wavelength

range of 130 to 140 ,_. Of particular interest is the OV emission line, which is marginally detected in our EUVE

observation, showing a relatively small range in TEuv. Since the observed EUVE counts for the OV emission line is _<

16.8, and the other lines are < 10, the possible range in TE_ is highly restricted.

Figure 5. The same as Figure 4, except showing the dependence on the normalized velocity location of the EUV source.

The position ofthe X-ray source is indicated. The best fit EUV source is located at VE_ = 0.565 which is seen to be

located just below the X-ray source. We point out that as v(r)/v, decreases, the EUV emission measure and column

density increases. This also shows that one cannot obtain a fit to the EUVE data for an EUV source above the X-ray

source. Because of the observed line emission counts (see Fig. 4), the location of the EUV source is restricted to occur

very close to the X-ray source.

Figure 6. A comparison of the best fit EUV/X-ray model with the observed EUVE SW spectrometer data (the best fit

parameters correspond to log TEuv = 5.180, see Table 1). The model counts are offset by 20 counts for comparison.

The noise level of the observed spectrum illustrates the problem in establishing whether the OV emission line is a true

detection or a null detection. However, since the model does predict only one strong line at 135.9 _,, and an observed

2.4 signal to noise feature is present at this wavelength, we suggest tat this may be a positive detection. In addition,

statistically, between 130 to 140 ,_, the observed spectrum indicates that there are more counts > 0 than there are < 0,

as compared to other regions of the spectrum.
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Figure 3. EUV Emission Line Models
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